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The mechanism of the Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons (HWE) reaction has been investigated using
high level quantummechanical calculations on a realistic model system. The solvation contribution
has been evaluated using the PCM/DIR method. In the free, anionic system, the rate-determining
step was found to be the ring closure of an oxyanion to an oxaphosphetane. Solvation was found
to have a drastic influence on the reaction path. In most solvated systems, the bimolecular formation
of the oxyanion intermediate may be rate limiting. Previously postulated isomerization side paths
were investigated. Several effects that could rationalize experimentally observed trends for (E)/
(Z)-selectivities have been identified.

Introduction

The Wittig reaction and its variants are of key impor-
tance to the practicing synthetic organic chemist.1 Both
the scope1b,c and the mechanism1a,c,2 of the parent Wittig
reaction, in particular, have been extensively studied, and
considerable effort has been devoted also to reactions
involving phosphonate reagents1b-f,3 [commonly called
Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons (HWE) reactions]; never-
theless, important mechanistic details still remain to be
elucidated. In particular, it is notable that higher level
computational studies related to the HWE reaction
mechanism have begun to emerge only very recently.3
Possible mechanistic alternatives for the HWE reaction

are illustrated in Scheme 1. Diastereomeric oxyanions4
3 and oxaphosphetanes5 4 are generally believed to be
either intermediates or transition states on the reaction

pathway, and the involvement of a stable ring-cleaved
enolate 5 has also been suggested.6

Intermediates 3-5 contain additional stereocenters
which are not present in either reactants or products,
but nonetheless the configurations at these centers
determine the stereochemistry of the final product. If
either intermediate is long-lived enough, crossover be-
tween diastereomeric pathways could plausibly take
place via tautomeric proton shifts4b,7 in 3 or 4, or via C-C
bond rotation in 5.6 Furthermore, the stereochemistry
of the reaction will be affected by the potential revers-
ibility of the initial addition step.4a,b,8 Commonly, the
stereoselectivity in Wittig-type reactions is rationalized
by invoking transition state models such as those de-
picted in Figure 1.
The chelated TS1 can be of importance when coordi-

nating metal ions are present. In the absence of stabi-
lization by coordination (as in the model system of
interest in the present work), the strong electrostatic
repulsion between the oxygens would be expected to favor
other rotamers of gauche-g-TS1 (Figure 1).
With aldehydes other than formaldehyde, the carbon

substituent preferably occupies the least hindered site
in each transition state. In anti-TS1, the pro-(E) position
is gauche to two large groups and therefore expected to
be disfavored. The same is true for the pro-(Z) position
in gauche-a-TS1. The third possible TS1 (gauche-g-TS1)
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is expected to be higher in energy than the other two
since the carbonyl oxygen is gauche to two large groups.
In TS2, the pro-(Z) position is eclipsed with the ester
function. On the basis of these arguments, gauche-TS1
and TS2 are expected to favor (E)-product, whereas an
irreversible addition through anti-TS1 can be used to
rationalize (Z)-selectivity.
In practice, the alkene geometry of the HWE product

can often be controlled by an appropriate choice of
reagent type1,9 and reaction conditions.1,10 This control
rests to a large extent on accumulated empirical knowl-
edge. In recent years, asymmetric versions of these
reactions have gained increasing interest,11 and several
examples of highly selective reactions have been reported.
Further development of this area would benefit strongly
from a deeper understanding of the details of the general
reaction. With the long-term goal of facilitating rational
reagent design, in particular for asymmetric reactions,

we have performed a computational study of the HWE
reaction. In this paper, we present our results from a
high level quantum chemical study of a realistic model
system. The major goal of the current study has been to
identify the selectivity-determining step(s) of the reac-
tion, but also to give an insight into how variations in
reaction conditions can be expected to influence the
product distribution, and to furnish raw data for future
force field investigations of the HWE reaction.

Methods

The reaction between formaldehyde and trimethyl phospho-
noacetate anion (2; Y ) OMe, Z ) CO2Me) was chosen as a
model system. The potential energy surface (PES) of the
reactions depicted in Scheme 1 was calculated using the
B3LYP hybrid functional12 together with the 6-31+G* basis
set in Gaussian94.13 The postulated side paths through 8 and
9 (tautomers of 3 and 4, respectively) were also included.
Alternative conformations of all intermediates were investi-
gated exhaustively at lower levels of theory (see Supporting
Information). Initial transition state geometries were con-
structed from low energy forms of both flanking intermediates.
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Scheme 1. Postulated Mechanistic Alternatives for the HWE Reaction. Y ) RO, R2N; Z ) Anion-Stabilizing
Group (e.g., CO2R)

Figure 1. Newman projections of the addition and the ring
closure in the model reaction.
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Stationary points on the main reaction path were fully
characterized by normal-mode analysis. ZPE corrections were
calculated without scaling of the Hessian.14 At selected points,
the energy was calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G** and MP2/
6-311+G** levels of theory.15 Solvation effects were estimated
for the gas-phase geometries using the continuum solvation
method PCM/DIR.16 To evaluate the steric influences on the
(E)/(Z)-selectivity of the reaction, transition states were also
located for reactions with acetic aldehyde (1; R ) Me).
The model system was chosen to reflect reactions in aprotic,

low polarity solvents with a noncoordinating counterion.11e,f,17
The effect of more polar or protic solvent was estimated by
single point calculations using PCM/DIR with the B3LYP/6-
31+G* wave function. Modern continuum solvation models,
including not only electrostatic but also, for example, cavitation
effects, generally yield accurate results for the free energy of
solvation.18 In the current study the geometries could not be
relaxed with solvation. As relaxation must lower the energy,
absolute solvation energies will be underestimated. In a
relative sense, the effect should be more pronounced when the
PES is flatter, as it generally is close to a transition state. A
second concern comes from the fact that in a transition state,
the surrounding solvent does not have time to reach equilib-
rium. As the continuum model is parametrized to reproduce
the full solvation by a completely equilibrated surrounding,
the calculated solvation for the transition state should be
overestimated. The solvated calculations are useful for pre-
dicting trends and isodesmic differences, but absolute values
should be treated with care.

Results

Gas-Phase Potential Energy Surface (PES). The
energies (relative to the starting materials) of intermedi-

ates and transition states calculated at different levels
of theory are shown in Table 1.
The reaction path in Figure 2 shows some variation

with theoretical level. It is clear that it is necessary to
include electron correlation even in the description of the
intermediates. Møller-Plesset (MP2) calculations are
fairly reliable, but tend to overcorrect the errors of the
Hartree-Fock (HF) solution. The B3LYP hybrid func-
tional is known to give very accurate total energies for a
wide range of systems and is generally superior to MP2
in this respect.15 The B3LYP results will be used in this
work, but the discrepancy with MP2 results shows that
the relative energies might have an uncertainty around
10-20 kJ/mol.
The most prominent feature of the energy profiles in

Figure 2 is that the reaction has a very low energy
barrier. The entire profile is also very flat. The total
span in energy over all stationary points up to the
dissociation of the oxaphosphetane (1 + 2 f TS3) is less
than 20 kJ/mol.
As can be seen in Figure 2, the ZPE contributions have

noticeable consequences for the energy profile of the
reaction. It is noteworthy that 3 is no longer a minimum.
Even though 3 is a minimum on the potential energy
surface of the reaction, the lowest vibrational level is
higher than the barrier to dissociation. Thus, the lifetime
of 3 in the gas phase is of the same order as one molecular
vibration, and the structures should only be viewed as
transient. The only transition state of consequence in
the gas-phase reaction is the ring closure to oxaphosphe-

(14) The recommended scaling factors for determination of ZPE and
thermodynamic vibrational contributions at the B3LYP/6-31G* level
are very close to unity: Scott, A. P.; Radom, L. J. Phys. Chem. 1996,
100, 16502-16513.
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Methods, 2nd ed.; Gaussian, Inc.: Pittsburgh, 1996. (b) Frisch, M. J.
Presentation at the 213th ACS National Meeting, San Fransisco, 1997.
(c) Singleton, D. A.; Merrigan, S. R.; Liu, J.; Houk, K. N. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 1997, 119, 3385-3386.
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Anvelt, J.; Soone, A.; Kreuder, R.; Wulff, C.; Reiser, O. Tetrahedron
Lett. 1995, 36, 2303-2306. (c) Rein, T.; Kann, N.; Kreuder, R.; Gangloff,
B.; Reiser, O. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 1994, 33, 556-558. (d)
Kann, N.; Rein, T. J. Org. Chem. 1993, 58, 3802-3804.
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Table 1. Energies of the Global Minima of Each Stationary Point along the Reaction Path

energy relative to 1 + 2a (kJ/mol)

computational level TS1 3 TS2 4a TS3 5 6 + 7

HF/6-31+G*//HF/3-21+G* 22.0 19.9 -82.1 -165.8
HF/6-31+G* 16.2 16.2 -82.7 -161.4
B3LYP/6-31+G*//HF/6-31+G* -7.1 -14.2 -91.3 -145.7
B3LYP/6-31+G* -5.4 -8.0 2.5 -15.8 -15.7 a -146.0
MP2/6-311+G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* -10.4 -21.1 -17.9 -36.8 -36.1
B3LYP/6-311+G**//B3LYP/6-31+G* -0.5 -2.6 8.4 -4.9 -4.4 -139.0

+∆ZPEb 10.9 12.2 23.5 12.7 13.6 -129.5
a Not a stationary point at B3LYP/6-31+G*. b ZPE corrections calculated at B3LYP/6-31+G*.

Figure 2. Gas-phase reaction profiles at different levels of
theory by using geometries and ZPE corrections from B3LYP/
6-31+G*.
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tane 4 (TS2). It should be noted that according to the
MP2 calculations 3 is a true minimum, and TS1 is rate
limiting. However, the change in relative energy of TS1
and TS2 is only ca. 16 kJ/mol. This difference is
negligible compared to the effects of solvation and steric
interactions in real systems.
Solvation. It is clear from the data in Table 1 that

the rate-determining step on the B3LYP gas-phase PES
is TS2. Further reaction of 4a is strongly exothermic,
with a small activation barrier. However, even in the
absence of a counterion, the points on the reaction path
leading up to 4 are expected to experience different
degrees of stabilization from the reaction medium. For
anionic species in particular, the stabilization by solvent
will be strongly dependent on the degree of delocalization
of the charge. We have therefore attempted to quantify
the effect of various solvents by single point calculations
using the polarizable continuum model (PCM/DIR) de-
veloped by Tomasi and co-workers.16 The calculated
energies (including solvation effects and ZPE) are shown
in Table 2, and depicted in Figure 3. It is clear that in
solvent, oxyanion 3 is again a true intermediate. Fur-
thermore, in some solvents, TS1 exceeds TS2 in energy
even on the B3LYP PES.

Discussion

One of the more interesting aspects of the current
study from a computational viewpoint is the change in
reaction profile upon solvation. In particular TS1, which
could not even be considered a true transition state in

the gas phase, has increased in energy relative to other
species. In most solvents, TS1 is the rate-determining
step. The difference between TS1 and TS2 is likely to
be within the limits of uncertainty of the methods
employed, but will be more pronounced if the substituents
on phosphorus are chosen to stabilize pentacoordination.9f,h

We will now look more closely on each intermediate,
and then return to a more detailed discussion of the
transition states.
The Phosphonate Reagent 2. The global minimum

of 2 in gas phase is shown in Figure 4. The (E)-
configuration19 was shown to be more stable than the best
(Z)-configuration by only 3 kJ/mol. With the PCM
solvation model to simulate the presence of THF, the
energy difference increased to 12 kJ/mol in favor of the
(E)-isomer. The barrier to isomerization of the enolate
C-C bond was found to be high (∆E[B3LYP/6-31+G*] )
93 kJ/mol). Thus, the phosphonate anion could be
expected to isomerize only slowly at 200 K.20

The Oxyanion 3. Oxyanion 3 was found to be
computationally unstable, especially in the initial phase
using semiempirical calculations. In the gauche form,
the aldehyde moiety was found to be only weakly bonded,
with a calculated C-C bond length of 1.67 Å at the
B3LYP/6-31+G* level (1.60 Å at HF/6-31+G*). The anti
form of 3 was found to be a nonstationary point on the
B3LYP PES.
Due to the fragmentation of anti-3 in the B3LYP

calculations, the relative energies of gauche- and anti-3
could only be studied at the HF/6-31+G* PES. Here, the
best anti form was found to be 13 kJ/mol higher in energy
than the global minimum. Single point PCM/B3LYP/6-
31+G* at the HF geometries indicated that anti-3 is more
efficiently stabilized by solvation than gauche-3. In a
protic solvent like ethanol, anti-3 was favored by 15 kJ/
mol (counting just the solvation contribution, not the
vibrational component). These results indicate that
anti-3 could be a stationary point on the solvated B3LYP
PES. Unfortunately the PCM implementation available
to us does not allow solvated geometry optimizations.
Increasing the bond length of the forming C-C bond by
0.1 Å, followed by relaxation of the remaining degrees of
freedom at HF/6-31+G* and single point calculations

(19) Formally, the oxygen priorities may vary with the metal cation.
For consistency, in the current work the anionic enolate oxygen is
always considered to have a lower priority than the methoxy group.

(20) Bottin-Strzalko, T.; Corset, J.; Froment, F.; Pouet, M.-J.;
Seyden-Penne, J.; Simmonin, M.-P. J. Org. Chem. 1980, 45, 1270-
1276.

Table 2. Estimated Energies in Various Solvents,
Relative to the Starting Materialsa

energy relative to 1 + 2a (kJ/mol)

medium TS1 3 TS2 4a TS3 6 + 7

gas phase 12 12 27 13 14 -130
toluene 4 -7 6 -8 -5 -159
diethyl ether 19 4 16 5 7 -173
tetrahydrofuran -10 -30 -23 -34 -29 -169
dichloromethane 14 -4 5 -5 -2 -169
ethanol 16 -7 11 -5 -2 -171
a Potential energies from B3LYP/6-311+G**//B3LYP/6-31+G*.

ZPE contributions calculated at B3LYP/6-31+G*. Solvation con-
tributions calculated using PCM/DIR16 (B3LYP/6-31+G*) at 298K.
Values from one representative set of conformers.

Figure 3. Effects of solvation on the reversibility of the first
addition step (kJ/mol). Energies from B3LYP/6-311+G**//
B3LYP/6-31+G*, with ZPE contributions and PCM/DIR sol-
vation calculated at B3LYP/6-31+G*.

Figure 4. The global minimum of the phosphonate anion at
the B3LYP/6-31+G* level (note the large P-C-C angle).
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using PCM/B3LYP/6-31+G*, yields an energy increase
and confirms that there is a potential energy barrier to
fragmentation of anti-3 at the solvated B3LYP PES.
For anti-3 to be on the reaction path, there are two

requirements. First, the barrier to formation of anti-3
must be very low (which is confirmed by the current
results). Second, there must be a path for conversion of
anti-3 to gauche-3, to enable subsequent P-O bond
formation. The conversion of anti-3 to gauche-3 is a
simple rotation around a C-C single bond, which is
expected to be facile. However, the crowding in the
rotation transition state must definitely be worse than
in the ground states. As the C-C bond was too weak to
allow optimization even of anti-3, it was not possible to
find a gas-phase rotation barrier at the B3LYP level. To
elucidate whether anti-3 can be on the reaction path of
a solvated system, the two forms of 3 and the intercon-
necting rotation barrier were investigated on the HF/6-
31+G* PES, with subsequent PCM/B3LYP/6-31+G*
solvation calculations. The results are shown in Table
3. In the gas phase, the rotation barrier is definitely high
enough to preclude any reaction through anti-3 (the rate-
determining TS2 is only 15 kJ/mol higher in energy than
3; Table 2). However, both the rotation barrier and the
anti form of 3 are preferentially stabilized by solvation.
Although the effect is small, there is a clear trend that
more polar solvents will increase the importance of the
anti form of oxyanion 3.
In the global minimum of gauche-3 (Figure 5), the

distance between the anionic oxygen and one of the
methyl hydrogens is short (1.96 Å), indicating a hydrogen
bond interaction. This interaction is not possible for the
anti conformers and could therefore be responsible for

the large difference in energy and stability between anti
and gauche conformers, and also for the difference in
solvation.
It is not a priori certain that the C-H‚‚‚O stabilization

represents a physical situation, especially not for the
simple alkyl phosphonates. Quantum chemical descrip-
tions of hydrogen bonding are notoriously sensitive to the
level of theory employed.21 On the other hand, weak
interactions between oxygen and activated C-H bonds
are frequently observed in the solid state.22 Also, a
partial basis set saturation using single point calculations
at the B3LYP/6-311+G** level did not lower the interac-
tion energy noticeably. Therefore, it was decided to
investigate this specific interaction using higher levels
of theory for a smaller model system (methoxide coordi-
nation to the R-protons in methanol). One of the key
questions to be answered by the small model study was
to estimate the systematic error, if any, in the relative
energies of gauche and anti conformers of oxyanion 3. It
was also noted that one of the synthetically most inter-
esting classes of phosphonate reagents, the 2,2,2-trifluo-
roethyl (TFE) phosphonates,9c should be expected to be
much stronger hydrogen bond donors than simple alkyl
phosphonates. This effect could also be expected in
reactions with aryl phosphonates.9a,b To evaluate this
point, a similar model study was also performed on the
coordination of methoxide to the R-protons in 2,2,2-
trifluoroethanol.
Modeling the Hydrogen Bonding Situation in

Oxyanion 3. The truncated model system used in the
calculations is shown in Figure 6. The methoxy group
was coordinated to the R-hydrogen trans to the O-H to
avoid interference from the alcoholic proton. Optimizing
the dimer at B3LYP/6-31+G* resulted in a hydrogen
bonding potential energy of 25 kJ/mol.23 The O-H
distance in the dimer is 2.034 Å, very similar to the value
in the gauche conformers of the oxyanions. B3LYP single
point calculations using the 6-311+G** and 6-311+G-
(2d,2p) basis sets gave bonding energies of 27 and 26 kJ/
mol, respectively, showing a nice convergence. Counter-
poise correction indicated minor basis set superposition
errors (-0.8 kJ/mol). Optimizing the geometries at
6-311+G** gave no significant change in energy and an
O-H distance of 2.007 Å. Thus, the basis set seems
sufficiently saturated for this type of problem already at
6-31+G*, indicating that the gauche stabilization is a real
gas-phase effect, not a method artifact. Recent results
from a DFT study of hydrogen bonded systems indicate

(21) (a) For a review, see: Scheiner, S. In Reviews in Computational
Chemistry; Lipkowitz, K. B., Boyd, D. B., Eds.; VCH: New York, 1991;
Vol. 2, pp 165-218. (b) For applications of DFT to hydrogen bonded
systems, see: Lundell, J.; Latajka, Z. J. Phys. Chem. 1997, 101, 5004-
5009.

(22) For a review, see: Steiner, T. Chem. Commun. 1997, 727-734.
(23) All energies of the methoxide-alcohol dimers in this section

include zero-point correction at B3LYP/6-31+G*.

Table 3. Energies of Conformations of 3 Relative to
gauche-3a

single point level

TS
(gauche-3 f anti-3)

∆Eq (kJ/mol)
anti-3

∆E (kJ/mol)

B3LYP/6-31+G* 31 16
+∆∆Gsolv(toluene) 21 3
+∆∆Gsolv(diethyl ether) 16 -4
+∆∆Gsolv(tetrahydrofuran) 17 0
+∆∆Gsolv(dichloromethane) 13 -11
+∆∆Gsolv(ethanol) 11 -15

a HF/6-31+G* geometries, solvation using PCM/B3LYP/6-
31+G* at 298 K, no vibrational contributions included.

Figure 5. The global minimum of the oxyanion (B3LYP/6-
31+G*).

Figure 6. Model system used to evaluate the hydrogen
bonding in oxyanion 3. Geometry from B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p).
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that hybrid functionals are more reliable than MP2 for
this type of problem.21b

Single point calculations using the PCM solvation
model indicate that in all solvents tested, the complex is
disfavored (see Supporting Information), that is, the
separated monomers are much more strongly solvated
than the complex is. In the real oxyanion gauche-3, the
solvation upon separation cannot be as efficient as in the
truncated model system, but the conclusion must still be
that for common alkyl phosphonates in a solvent, the
effect of the C-H hydrogen bond is minor.
Modeling the Hydrogen Bonding Situation in

TFE Reagents. Although it is not very likely that the
solvated oxyanion 3 derived from trimethylphosphonoac-
etate anion should have any gauche preference due to
C-H hydrogen bonds, the effect may be more pronounced
for stronger C-H donors. TFE reagents are generally
highly (Z)-selective in their formation of alkene products.9c
The hydrogens of the TFE groups are considerably more
positive than those of methoxy groups.24 This indicates
that TFE groups could form strong hydrogen bonds to
anions. To evaluate this possibility, calculations were
done on a model system composed of a methoxide anion
and a trifluoroethanol molecule (Figure 7). As in the
methoxide-methanol system, the alcohol O-H-proton
was oriented away from the anion and the dimer was
minimized at B3LYP/6-311+G**. In this case the dis-
tance between the anionic oxygen and the hydrogen of
the TFE was 1.70 Å, and the bonding energy turned out
to be about 71 kJ/mol.
Calculations using the PCM solvation model indicated

that the separated monomers are more strongly solvated
than the complex, as for the methoxide-methanol com-
plex (see Supporting Information). In most solvents, the
complex formation is thus disfavored, but in toluene the
dimer has a lower energy than the separated monomers.
The model calculations indicate that the C-H‚‚‚O

hydrogen bonding in gauche-3 is a real effect, not a
method artifact. The crossover point where anti-3 be-
comes important cannot be exactly predicted from the
current level of theory, but direct formation of gauche-3
should be dominant in any system where unusually
strong hydrogen bonds can be formed (e.g., with TFE
reagents), and possibly in solvents of low polarity even
with regular alkyl phosphonates.

The Oxaphosphetanes 4a and 4b. Computation-
ally, oxaphosphetane 4a proved to be a rather labile
intermediate, easily decomposing into the final products.
This is also evident from the frequency calculation at
B3LYP/6-31+G*, where the lowest vibrational eigenmode
corresponds to pseudorotation.
The configurational preference of five-coordinated phos-

phorus is well-known, and the current system follows the
general rules.25 The anionic oxygen is apicophobic, that
is, it does not go to an apical position. Pseudorotations
therefore take place using this oxygen as a pivot. Addi-
tion to tetrahedral phosphorus takes place at one face of
the tetrahedron, with the attacking group and the atom
trans to the reacting face ending up in the apical
positions. A direct corollary is that the oxygen attack
leading to the formation of an oxaphosphetane can only
take place between the oxo substituent and one of the
alkoxy groups, not trans to the oxo (vide infra). The
geometry of the optimized oxaphosphetane 4a is shown
in Figure 8.
The pseudorotamer 4bwas found to be a nonstationary

point on the B3LYP PES. However, it can safely be
concluded from the HF/3-21+G(*)//AM1 data that al-
though the oxaphosphetane pseudorotamer 4b is not a
stationary point even on the HF/3-21+G(*) PES, it is still
very low in energy and very probably part of the reaction
path. Any event on the reaction path after formation of
4a will be unable to influence the rate of the reaction.
Influences on the reaction selectivity, on the other hand,
are possible, but only if subsequent isomeric intermedi-
ates can interconvert (e.g., via C-C bond rotation in 5,
vide infra).
The Enolate 5. HF/6-31+G* calculations yielded a

long O-C distance, indicating a rather weak bond
(Figure 9). The situation is similar to the case of the
oxyanion 3, where the C-C bond is elongated. In the
final calculations using B3LYP/6-31+G*, the potential
intermediate 5 optimized to give the final products. It
is consequently reasonable to assume that this interme-
diate, if it exists in real reactions, is very short-lived, and

(24) The hydrogen trans to the OH hydrogen has a positive charge
of 0.03 in methanol and 0.12 in TFE. The charges were calculated by
CHelpG in Gaussian.

(25) Gillespie, P.; Ramirez, F.; Ugi, I.; Marquarding, D. Angew.
Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 1973, 12, 91-126.

Figure 7. Model system used to evaluate the hydrogen
bonding in oxyanions derived from TFE phosphonates. Geom-
etry from B3LYP/6-311+G**.

Figure 8. B3LYP/6-31+G* geometry of oxaphosphetane 4a.
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the possibility for isomerization via crossover between
diastereomeric pathways through C-C bond rotation is
small. The elimination will be even more favored by
electron-withdrawing substituents on phosphorus (e.g.,
as in TFE reagents). It should be noted, however, that
solvation generally disfavors dissociation (due to the
positive activation volume). An isomerization path lead-
ing to an enrichment of (E)-isomer cannot be completely
excluded in anion-stabilizing media.
The Addition Transition State, 1 + 2 f gauche-3

(TS1). Two different transition states have been identi-
fied, corresponding to the two lowest energy conformers
of the oxyanion gauche-3. The two transition states
mainly differ in rotation around the C-P bond. The
lowest energy form of TS1 is shown in Figure 10.
The transition state is late, showing large similarities

to oxyanion 3. There is an interaction between the
aldehyde oxygen and a hydrogen from the methoxy group
already in the transition state (similar to that found in
the oxyanion gauche-3), a factor which could be of
importance in the case of TFE- or phenyl-based phos-
phonate reagents, but probably not when employing
common alkyl phosphonates (vide supra). There is also

a close steric interaction between the ester group and the
pro-(E) formaldehyde proton. The C-C-C-Hpro-(E) di-
hedral angle is only 28-35° in the two characterized
transition states. This somewhat surprising result is
counter-intuitive and shows that the Newman projection
in Figure 1 represents an oversimplification. Due to the
large angle between the phosphonate and ester in reagent
2 (Figure 4, vide supra), the least hindered position for
the aldehyde group in TS1 may actually lie between the
two large groups, leading to a predicted (Z)-selectivity
from the gauche-addition transition state.
The steric crowding of pro-(E)-substituents in TS1 is

a result of the torsion around the forming C-C bond, and
thus indirectly of the hydrogen bond between the phos-
phonate C-H and the forming oxyanion. Without the
additional rigidity imposed by this hydrogen bond, a pro-
(E) substituent might be accommodated by a slight
rotation around the forming bond.
No transition state in which the aldehyde oxygen is

located gauche to both the ester and the phosphonate
group (gauche-g-TS1, Figure 1; vide supra) was charac-
terized, since the corresponding conformers of the oxy-
anion 3 were at least 12 kJ/mol higher in energy than
the global minimum.
The Ring Closure Transition State, 3 f 4a (TS2).

A detailed look at the transition state structure (Figure
11) reveals that the forming four-membered ring is less
planar than might have been expected intuitively. The
eclipsing between the ester group and the pro-(Z) hydro-
gen is not fully developed. The C-C-C-Hpro-Z dihedral
angle is 43° in the transition state, not 0° as would be
expected in a completely planar ring. However, the
vibrational analysis reveals that the reaction coordinate
contains a large C-C bond rotation component, which
will lead to an even stronger disfavoring of the pro-(Z)-
TS2.

Figure 9. The geometry of the optimized ring-opened enolate
5 (HF/6-31+G*).

Figure 10. The lowest transition state found leading to the
oxyanion 3 (TS1, B3LYP/6-31+G*). Note the large P-C-C
angle in the phosphonate reagent, leading to unexpected steric
crowding with the pro-(E) aldehyde substituent.

Figure 11. The transition state leading to the oxaphosphe-
tane 4a (TS2, B3LYP/6-31+G*).
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The hydrogen bond donation from C-H to the anionic
oxygen is still observed in the gas-phase TS2, but no
longer has any significant effect on the transition state
geometry, as the charge on oxygen has been lowered by
interaction with phosphorus. The general conclusion is
that TS2 will favor (E)-product formation.
A transition state originating from the conformation

of the oxyanion shown in Figure 5, where the oxo oxygen
on phosphorus is in an anti orientation to the attacking
oxygen, was also evaluated. This turned out to be 37 kJ/
mol higher in energy and should therefore not be located
on the reaction pathway.
The Transition State between 4a and the Final

Products (TS3). Pseudorotation from 4a takes place
using the anionic oxygen ligand on phosphorus as a pivot,
forming 4b as a nonstationary point on the reaction PES.
The transition state for this reaction step has been
located, using B3LYP/6-31+G*, to be very close to 4a as
could be expected from Hammond’s postulate, and it is
structurally very similar to 4a (Figure 12). The barrier
was found to be negligible in the gas phase.
Origin of Geometric Selectivities. As mentioned

eartlier, a rate-determining TS2 should always result in
an overall (E)-selectivity of the reaction. To achieve (Z)-
selectivity it is necessary to use conditions stabilizing
TS2, but also to disfavor (E)-selective forms of TS1. An
irreversible addition through anti-TS1 (Figure 1) is one
possible way of rationalizing (Z)-selective HWE reactions.
According to the calculations, the (Z)-selective route via
anti-TS1 should be of increased importance in dichlo-
romethane or ethanol and of less importance in THF or
toluene.
Two additional scenarios can be envisioned, both of

which can explain the shift toward (Z)-selectivity when
TFE or aryl phosphonates are employed. Either gauche-
a-TS1 could be (E)-selective with ordinary alkyl phos-
phonates but (Z)-selective with reagents that can form a
C-H hydrogen bond, or alternatively gauche-a-TS1 is
always (Z)-selective and the shift in geometric selectivity
is due to a shift in rate determining step from TS2 to
TS1 when 4a is stabilized. To investigate these points,
calculations were performed on diastereomeric forms of
gauche-TS1 in reactions of acetaldehyde with trimethyl
phosphonoacetate (2) as well as with a model for a TFE-

based phosphonate reagent (10, see Figure 13). In
reagent 10, the hydrogen bonding methoxy group has
been replaced with a 2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy group.
The results from these calculations indicate that the

TFE-based reagent does indeed shift the selectivity
toward (Z)-product compared to 2 (see Supporting Infor-
mation). The selective favoring of pro-(Z) TS1 when
employing ligands with active hydrogens emerges from
this transition state being later compared to pro-(E) TS1
(see Figure 13). A later TS1 will have a more developed
anionic character on the aldehyde oxygen and thus will
gain more by a hydrogen bond stabilization.
Examining the results from the diaryl phosphonoac-

etates introduced recently,9a,b the (Z)-selectivity observed
could be rationalized as resulting from C-H hydrogen
bonding. It is striking that exchanging both of the
potential hydrogen bond donor hydrogens in the ortho
positions decreases the (Z)-selectivity.26 Furthermore,
the higher (Z)-selectivity obtained with reagents contain-
ing electron-withdrawing aryl substituents could result
from increased C-H hydrogen bonding.
Stabilization of pentacoordinate phosphorus by em-

ploying cyclic phosphonates leads to increased levels of
(Z)-selectivity.9f,g Since C-H hydrogen bonding is un-
likely in this case, this indicates that anti-TS1 is of
importance with these reagents.

(26) The decreased (Z)-selectivity could alternatively be due to
increased steric interactions in TS2.

Figure 12. The transition state for the decomposition of
oxaphosphetane 4a (TS3, B3LYP/6-31+G*).

Figure 13. A comparison of pro-(Z) (top) and pro-(E) (bottom)
forms of gauche-TS1 in the reaction of acetaldehyde with
phosphonate 10. The pro-(Z) isomer shows a more strongly
developed hydrogen bond.
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Epimerization of 3 and 4a. Diastereomeric Cross-
over. To evaluate the possibility of tautomerization of
intermediates, we have considered the possibility that 3
might have a long enough lifetime to enable proton
transfer from the R-carbon, yielding hydroxy-enolate 8
(Figure 14). Proton transfer in 3 can affect the overall
reaction selectivity only under certain conditions. In the
case where 3 is formed reversibly, with an overall rate
determining TS2, the side path can have no effect on the
final reaction selectivity. If, on the other hand, reaction
conditions are such that TS1 becomes rate determining,
scrambling at the R-carbon would have the effect that
TS2 again becomes selectivity determining, with a final
product distribution of the same type as the one obtained
with a rate-determining TS2. At the B3LYP/6-31+G*//
HF/6-31+G* level, 8 is indeed a stationary point, at an
energy level 54 kJ/mol lower in energy than 3, and should
probably have about the same free energy as the reac-
tants. Thus, tautomerization of 3 could influence the
final product selectivity if the barrier for tautomerization
is lower than TS2.4b,7 We note that intermediates of type
8 have been implicated as potential intermediates in
apparent addition of a phosphonoacetate reagent to both
aldehyde moieties in a dialdehyde.27 However, such
bisaddition products could also result from addition of 5
to the second aldehyde moiety.
Despite the strong calculated exothermicity of the

further conversion of 4a to 5, we also considered the
possibility that 4a might be long-lived enough to allow
tautomerization via reversible formation of 9 (Figure 15).
At the B3LYP/6-31+G*//HF/6-31+G* level, 9 is 39 kJ/
mol higher in energy than 4a. This result makes
epimerization via 9 very improbable, in particular in view
of the very low barrier to further conversion of 4a into
the final products.
Further Studies. The current work has been limited

to the addition of a naked phosphonate anion to simple
aldehydes. The study is relevant to some commonly
employed experimental conditions for the HWE reaction.
The currently employed levels of calculation cannot

possibly be scaled up to systems where asymmetric
induction is of interest. To enable evaluation of larger
systems, where nonbonded interactions between distant
moieties of the complex may have a large influence on
the selectivity, we have initiated a molecular mechanics
study employing the transition state structures deter-
mined herein. We plan to employ a selectivity model
based on the current results in a search for even more
efficient reagents in asymmetric versions of the HWE
reaction.11
Our results also suggest further experimental studies

of the mechanism of the HWE reaction. The transition
state structures determined here allow prediction of
kinetic isotope effects in the different steps. The pre-
dicted isotope effects can then be tested at natural
abundance using the methods of Singleton and co-
workers.15c,28 Of special interest would be to find the
crossover point in reaction conditions between rate-
determining TS1 or TS2. If a crossover point is found to
exist, it might also be of interest to search for a nonlin-
earity in the temperature dependence of the selectivity,
according to Scharf et al.29

Conclusions

The mechanism of the HWE reaction under noncoor-
dinating reaction conditions has been investigated in the
gas phase and with a continuum solvation model. The
rate-determining step in gas phase was found to be ring
closure of the P-O bond to form an oxaphosphetane (TS2;
3 f 4a). Oxyanion 3 was not a true intermediate in the
gas phase, but with solvation effects included, oxyanion
3 became a minimum on the reaction path. The addition
step (TS1; 1 + 2 f 3) is rate-determining in most solvated
systems. TS2 is always expected to favor formation of
(E)-product, whereas TS1, according to the current
results, shifts toward (Z)-selectivity when hydrogen bond
donor ligands are used on phosphorus. No reaction path
leading through an anti addition step (anti-TS1) could
be located, but could exist in solvated systems. Isomer-
ization side paths did not seem to be important under
the currently investigated conditions, but need to be

(27) See ref 1e, page 104.

(28) (a) Singleton, D. A.; Thomas, A. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1995,
117, 9357-9358. For a recent application, see: (b) Frantz, D. E.;
Singleton, D. A.; Snyder, J. P. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1997, 119, 3383-
3384.

(29) (a) Gypser, A.; Norrby, P.-O. J. Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans. 2
1997, 939-943. (b) Norrby, P.-O.; Gable, K. P. J. Chem. Soc., Perkin
Trans. 2 1996, 171-178. (c) Hale, K. J.; Ridd, J. R. J. Chem. Soc.,
Perkin Trans. 2 1995, 1601-1605. (d) Hale, K. J.; Ridd, J. R. J. Chem.
Soc., Chem. Commun. 1995, 357-358. (e) Buschmann, H.; Scharf, H.-
D.; Hoffmann, N.; Esser, P. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 1991, 30,
477-515.

Figure 14. Geometry of the hydroxy-enolate 8 (HF/6-31+G*).

Figure 15. Geometry of the hydroxy-enolate 9 (HF/6-31+G*).
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considered under conditions where localized anions are
stabilized. Several effects that could rationalize experi-
mentally observed trends for (E)/(Z)-selectivities have
been identified. It is also important to note that the
whole path must be considered for any type of selectivity
prediction, as selective disfavoring of any transition state
on the path could make that transition state rate-
determining.
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